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Four and a half reasons
not to worry that
Cambridge Analytica
skewed the 2016
election
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This week, Cambridge Analytica made This week, Cambridge Analytica made headlinesheadlines after whistleblower Christopher Wylie after whistleblower Christopher Wylie

revealedrevealed that the company had used data from millions of Facebook profiles to that the company had used data from millions of Facebook profiles to

psychologically profile U.S. citizens and target them with political messages, includingpsychologically profile U.S. citizens and target them with political messages, including

during the 2016 presidential elections. Newly named national security adviser Johnduring the 2016 presidential elections. Newly named national security adviser John

Bolton’s PAC was among its users, Bolton’s PAC was among its users, records showrecords show..

Observers have pointed out many reasons to be concerned about all this: The way thatObservers have pointed out many reasons to be concerned about all this: The way that

the data was collected from Facebook the data was collected from Facebook arguablyarguably did not allow for informed consent. The did not allow for informed consent. The

researcher who collected the data was not authorized to pass it on to Cambridgeresearcher who collected the data was not authorized to pass it on to Cambridge

Analytica. Cambridge Analytica itself may have Analytica. Cambridge Analytica itself may have broken U.S. election lawsbroken U.S. election laws, if British, if British

individuals without U.S. green cards worked on any U.S. election campaigns.individuals without U.S. green cards worked on any U.S. election campaigns.

But here’s one thing you probably should not be concerned about: whether CambridgeBut here’s one thing you probably should not be concerned about: whether Cambridge

Analytica successfully used this profile data to Analytica successfully used this profile data to manipulatemanipulate millions of Americans’ millions of Americans’

political behaviorpolitical behavior. When Cambridge Analytica . When Cambridge Analytica took credittook credit for Donald Trump’s 2016 for Donald Trump’s 2016

election victory, social scientists election victory, social scientists mostlymostly  respondedresponded with  with eye-rollingeye-rolling and  and referencesreferences to to

http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/monkey-cage
https://www.channel4.com/news/cambridge-analytica-facebook-profiles-whistleblower-chris-wylie-election
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/cambridge-analytica-facebook-influence-us-election
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/cambridge-analytica-harnessed-facebook-data-in-work-for-super-pac-led-by-john-bolton-according-to-former-employees/2018/03/23/d756967a-2ea3-11e8-8ad6-fbc50284fce8_story.html
https://medium.com/tow-center/the-graph-api-key-points-in-the-facebook-and-cambridge-analytica-debacle-b69fe692d747
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2018/03/the-cambridge-analytica-scandal-in-three-paragraphs/556046/
https://www.theguardian.com/news/video/2018/mar/19/everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-cambridge-analytica-expose-video-explainer
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/17/us/politics/cambridge-analytica-trump-campaign.html
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/mar/20/cambridge-analytica-execs-boast-of-role-in-getting-trump-elected
https://twitter.com/Econ_Marshall/status/976537235641307137
https://twitter.com/eitanhersh/status/975486387016339456
https://twitter.com/JasonReifler/status/975726393781899269
https://twitter.com/jesse_b_p/status/975363998282592256
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““snake oilsnake oil.”.”

Why did social scientists so quickly Why did social scientists so quickly dismissdismiss the manipulation claims? Here are four the manipulation claims? Here are four

reasons Cambridge Analytica’s claim of psychological manipulation doesn’t pass thereasons Cambridge Analytica’s claim of psychological manipulation doesn’t pass the

social scientist’s smell test.social scientist’s smell test.

1. Personality is not a good predictor of political views.1. Personality is not a good predictor of political views.

The The “Big 5”“Big 5” personality traits (which Cambridge Analytica claimed to use in its work) personality traits (which Cambridge Analytica claimed to use in its work)

only predictonly predict about 5 percent of the variation in individuals’ political orientations. Even about 5 percent of the variation in individuals’ political orientations. Even

accurate personality data would only accurate personality data would only add very littleadd very little useful information to a data set useful information to a data set

that includes people’s partisanship — which is what most campaigns already workthat includes people’s partisanship — which is what most campaigns already work

with.with.

2. Predicting personality is hard.2. Predicting personality is hard.

Yes, it’s Yes, it’s possiblepossible to predict personality from online data. But a recent  to predict personality from online data. But a recent meta-analysismeta-analysis

showsshows that even if you have access to someone’s digital footprint, you can only learn so that even if you have access to someone’s digital footprint, you can only learn so

much about their Big 5 traits. Even if your model does well at first, it will much about their Big 5 traits. Even if your model does well at first, it will probablyprobably be be

out of date soon, as the things people “like” on Facebook change.out of date soon, as the things people “like” on Facebook change.

3. Changing individuals’ choices based on their personality profiles is3. Changing individuals’ choices based on their personality profiles is

harder than it sounds.harder than it sounds.

You can improve online advertisements by targeting them using personality data. ButYou can improve online advertisements by targeting them using personality data. But

the effects tend to be small. In the effects tend to be small. In this successful studythis successful study, researchers targeted ads, based on, researchers targeted ads, based on

personality, to more than 1.5 million people; the result was about 100 additionalpersonality, to more than 1.5 million people; the result was about 100 additional

purchases of beauty products than had they advertised without targeting.purchases of beauty products than had they advertised without targeting.

And trying to change political behavior would have an even lower success rate. MostAnd trying to change political behavior would have an even lower success rate. Most

people probably do not identify with their beauty regimens as strongly as manypeople probably do not identify with their beauty regimens as strongly as many

Americans Americans identifyidentify with a  with a political partypolitical party..

4. They had stiff competition from other campaigns.4. They had stiff competition from other campaigns.

https://twitter.com/kwcollins/status/975715720423026688
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-cambridge-analytica-20180321-story.html
https://www.verywellmind.com/the-big-five-personality-dimensions-2795422
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0191886918301466
https://www.theverge.com/2018/3/20/17138854/cambridge-analytica-facebook-data-trump-campaign-psychographic-microtargeting
http://www.pnas.org/content/110/15/5802
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0191886917307328
https://twitter.com/hardsci/status/975138956206530560
http://www.pnas.org/content/114/48/12714
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/american-political-science-review/article/expressive-partisanship-campaign-involvement-political-emotion-and-partisan-identity/7D2A2C87FBEBBE5DABAAF9658B3162AA
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/ajps.12152
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Once you know that personality prediction probably didn’t add much value toOnce you know that personality prediction probably didn’t add much value to

Cambridge Analytica’s approach, then what it did Cambridge Analytica’s approach, then what it did startsstarts to  to look a lot likelook a lot like the the

microtargeting also used by other campaigns, and which the Obama 2008 campaign inmicrotargeting also used by other campaigns, and which the Obama 2008 campaign in

particular was famous for. And even these particular was famous for. And even these more traditional microtargeting approachesmore traditional microtargeting approaches

don’t have a clear track record of success.don’t have a clear track record of success.

And it’s not clear that Cambridge Analytica could do any of this.And it’s not clear that Cambridge Analytica could do any of this.

In case all this isn’t persuasive, here is a fifth, slightly less scientific reason to doubtIn case all this isn’t persuasive, here is a fifth, slightly less scientific reason to doubt

Cambridge Analytica’s success. By most Cambridge Analytica’s success. By most accountsaccounts, Cambridge Analytica , Cambridge Analytica does not seemdoes not seem

capablecapable of pulling off the large-scale and complex personality-based profiling of pulling off the large-scale and complex personality-based profiling

operation that it claims to have mastered. Before the 2016 general election, Republicanoperation that it claims to have mastered. Before the 2016 general election, Republican

strategists were already expressing strategists were already expressing less-than-stellarless-than-stellar opinions of the company. And in opinions of the company. And in

the videos that Britain’s Channel 4 released this week, Cambridge Analytica appears tothe videos that Britain’s Channel 4 released this week, Cambridge Analytica appears to

recruit new clients by focusing on dirty tricks, recruit new clients by focusing on dirty tricks, rather thanrather than by promoting its supposedly by promoting its supposedly

slick psychometric persuasion machine. Even the researcher who gave it the Facebookslick psychometric persuasion machine. Even the researcher who gave it the Facebook

data in the first place data in the first place now saysnow says that Cambridge Analytica’s claims “quickly fall apart” that Cambridge Analytica’s claims “quickly fall apart”

upon inspection.upon inspection.

Feel free to worry anyway — just not about Cambridge Analytica’s boastingFeel free to worry anyway — just not about Cambridge Analytica’s boasting

Of course there is still plenty to worry about. This episode has raised many importantOf course there is still plenty to worry about. This episode has raised many important

topics for discussion, including how Facebook and other platforms topics for discussion, including how Facebook and other platforms handle private datahandle private data;;

whether these platforms should be whether these platforms should be regulatedregulated; how their business models are in ; how their business models are in directdirect

tension withtension with data privacy protection; and the consequences of living in a world in data privacy protection; and the consequences of living in a world in

which attempts to manipulate us based on our digital footprints are ubiquitous.which attempts to manipulate us based on our digital footprints are ubiquitous.

But Cambridge Analytica’s specific attempts at psychographic profiling do not need toBut Cambridge Analytica’s specific attempts at psychographic profiling do not need to

rank highly on this already crowded list of concerns.rank highly on this already crowded list of concerns.
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